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TRW ADVANCED SLAGGING COAL COMBUSTOR
UTILITY DEMONSTRATION

FOURTH QUARTERLY PROJECT PROGRESS REPORT
AUGUST 1989 THROUGH OCTOBER 1989

ABSTRA_T

The TRW Advanced Slagging Coal Combustor Demonstration Project consists of retrofitting Orange and
Rockland (O&R) Utility Corporation's Lovett Plant Unit No. 3 with four (4) slagging combustors which will

allow the gas/oil design unit to fire 2.5 sulfur coal. The slagging combustor process will provide NOx and
SO x emissions that meet NSPS and New York State Environmental Standards.

TRW-Utility Demonstration Unit (UDU) is responsible for the implementation of program policies and
overall direction of the project. The program was established, project activities were monitored, and progress
is reviewed constantly to ensure that the project is advancing toward its set goals in an orderly and cost-
effective raanner. The necessary inter-organization coordination and interface communication were provided
by TRW-UDU management during this quarter. The team participants are TRW, SWEC and O&R Utilities.
DOE and program sponsors are informed of the project status by TRW(UDU) through quarterly, monthly
project reports, cost and schedule status reports (program deliverables).

TRW-CBU scope of work includes the engineering, design and supply of the slagging combustors, coal and
limestone feed systems and a control system for these components.

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) has the responsibility of performing the day-to-nay project
management function under the direction of TRW(UDU). SWEC has in piace an organization to perform
budgeting, cost and scheduling, performance measurement and general administration required to perform and
support the engineering design, purchasing, construction, testing and analysis of the project.

TRW Cleveland Program objective, which is sponsored by the Ohio Coal Development Office (OCDO), is
to demonstrate sulfur dioxide emissions control by pulverized limestone injection into the entrained coal
combustor system.

O&R's primary responsibilities are environmental licensing and permitting activities, transmitting technical and
operating data to team participants, providing the operating staff at their facility to implement the test
program and participating in analyzing the test results. O&R has provided management and control to ensure
that the plant preparation activities are technically adequate and are on schedule.

During this report period, the design activities for ali systems progressed to permit the release of specifications
and requests for proposals. Award of contracts for long-delivery items and major equipment are being placed
to meet the revised program schedule.

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During this reporting period, Phase I and IIA activities on TRW's Slagging Coal Combustor Utility
Demonstration Program continued.

At the Advisory Committee Meeting held on August 10, we met with the program sponsors to present the
status of the program. A capital equipment cost estimate projected a significantly higher cost than the
original 1988 estimate. A detailed review of the significant cost items was made at the 40% Project Review
Meeting with DOE on August 17. At the DOE's request, a review team was formed to examine the entire
project scope and costs to fh-m up the estimate. TRW committed a "Tiger Team" to lead up this effort with
a goal to complete the study in October 1989. The primary task of the "Tiger Team" was to "harden" the
cost estimate to complete the project and perform an accurate assessment of the entire program so that there
is a higher confidence level in the costs.
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The TRW "Tiger Team" report was completed on schedule and a meeting was held on October 17 to re,few
the rough draft. The final report will be sent to O&R, SWEC, Program Sponsors, and DOE next quarter
after the Program Management Committee comments and advises on the action the project should take.

Due to a delay in the NEPA review process and approval of the environmental impact documents, the Phase I
engineering time period was extended to June 30, 1990. Consequently, the detailed engineering design and
construction will be delayed six months. A new overall program schedule is being developed based on a six-
month program delay showing construction starting in July 1990. NEPA approval is expected sometime during
the next quarter.

TRW began assembling cost and funding information for submittal to DOE with participants and DOE
funding support. This is based on Phase I completion on June 30, 1990. A package consisting of the
projected expenditures, participant funding and new schedules will be sent to DOE next quarter. The

'_ incremental cost increase for each program task will be presented to DOE.

, An agreement with a major boiler manufacturer - Combustion Engineering, Inc. -has been reached. CE will
perform a ten-week engineering design study in which they will model the boiler performance and determine
the extent of modifications to be made to the boiler heating surfaces. A technical meeting with CE was held
on October 19, 1989, to clarify the technical questions and review the status. Preliminary furnace tube layout
of openings for the insertion of the combustors indicates that the boiler can be modified successfully.

Contract negotiations with sponsors and team participants are near completion.

2. INTRODUCTION
'l

, Phase I activities on TRW's Slagging Coal Combustor Utility Demonstration Program continued during this
I quarter of the project.

i Principal activities consisted of program planning and subsequent preparation and negotiations between TRW's
I Utility Demonstration Unit (UDU), SWEC and O&R. An extended letter agreement between TRW and
l SWEC was signed to allow continuance with the engineering activities until the contract is finalized. One
i major contract issue on insurance coverage between TRW, SWEC and O&R has been finalized and is

currently being reviewed by the respective legal department.

_ NYSERDA has submitted an updated copy of a contract agreement for TRW execution. TRW reviewed and
submitted its comments for incorporation into the agreement. ESEERCO has proposed a revised payment
schedule which is based on the Phase I, Phase II and Phase III Milestone Schedule. TRW is reviewing the
new schedule, and if accepted, will incorporate it into the funding analysis. TRW is reviewing the EPRI-
TRW contract and Statement of Work. lt is expected to be f'malized next quarter. Contract negotiations with
O&R and SWEC are scheduled to be finalized next quarter also. Meetings are schedule for November 2 and
November 7, 1989, respectively.

The second Semi-Annual Committee Meeting was held at the Pearl River Hotel on August 10, 1989, to
present the project status and cost estimate. The following week, on August 17, 1989, the 40% Complete
Project Review with updated cost estimates were discussed with the Department of Energy (DOE). Following

, the DOE meeting, a special review committee was set up at the request of DOE to examine the entire
project scope of work and associated costs and provide a firm estimate of total project costs. A draft report
was prepared by the special review committee referred to as the "Tiger Team".

Major work accomplished during this quarter including reaching an agreement with Combustion Engineering
to perform the boiler modification study. CE was awarded a contract to perform the feasibility study. Also
during this quarter, CE initiated preparation of a proposal for boiler modification.

The program environmental licensing and permitting activities continued during this reporting period. The
NEPA approval is a serious concern to the Project since it continues to slip and therefore could impact when
detail design can commence. O&R permit documents were submitted to NYSDEC and are anticipated to
be available during the next quarter.
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Several of the Phase I Contract Deliverables were completed and issued during this period. These included:

• Project Evaluation Plan (revised)
• Project Master Schedule (updated)
• Project Summary Network Phase I/IIA
• Project Detail Schedule

The following meetings were held during this quarter:

• Semi-Annual Advisory Committee with Sponsors
• 40% Project Review Meeting with DOE
• OCDO Advisors to report progress and obtain fund commitment
• Combustion Engineering to discuss their alternate approach to the boiler modification design

3. PRO]E_rT DESCRIPTION

The activities of the proposed demonstration program will be accomplished in a three-phase effort:

Phase I involves the engineering and design of the slagging combustor system, overall slagging combustor
systems engineering and balance of plant design for Lovett Station and the limestone injection and recycle
process work at Cleveland. Phase II includes ali work necessary to modify the Lovett Station Unit #3 to
return it to commercial operation firing coal and to prepare the unit for Phase III testing. In Phase III, the
operation of the combustor will be demonstrated.

The following is a brief description of the required tasks to be performed during the life of the contract.

The work to be performed during the entire program includes the following tasks:

COMBUSTORS

• Preparation of a preliminary specification.

• Development of fabrication and procurement specifications.

• Procurement, contract award, development of the fabrication schedule and quality assurance plan.

• Overview of vendor fabrication.

• Field support.

BAGHQUSE AND DRAFT SYSTEM

This system includes the following:

• Addition of two (2) new induced draft fans.

• Addition of a baghouse f'dter to remove particulates from the boiler flue gases.

• Engineering and design of the ductwork system to connect system components.

• Addition of the two (2) forced draft HP booster fans and two (2) LP booster fans to provide
combustion air required for combustor operation.

• Engineering and design of ductwork systems to connect the forced draft booster fans with combustors.

• Design and implementation of boiler and equipment control logic.

_!
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• Relocation and modification of ductwork in order to maintain oil/gas firing during construction and
demonstration phases ef the project.

BOILER MODIFI(_ATIQNS

Included are the following major activities:

• Arrangement of Combustors.

• Installation and integration of TRW Coal Combustors.

• Status and arrangement of co"trol systems.

• Heat release, ,gas flow, and circulation evaluation.

• Results of sensitivity study evaluated.

• Identify boiler modification requirements, issue a specification, and select a boiler vendor to design,
fabricate and install modifications.

• Maintain oil and gas firing.

FLY ASH HANDLING SYSTEMS

This system consists of the following:

• Pneumatic type fly ash transport system for bag,house ash removal and handling. (This may be done
in conjunction with recycle system.)

• Addition of fly ash reinjection system into boiler furnace.

• System controls.

SLAG ASH HANDLING SYSTEM

This system consists of the following:

• Addition of slag tanks, clinker grinders, hydroejectors, pumps and heat exchanger equipment for slag
handling for continuous quench and removal of molten slag ash.

• Integration of the slag ash handling system with the existing Unit 4 & 5 ash sluice system.

• System controls integration.

(_OAL HANDLIN_ SYSTEMS

The system includes the following:

• Refurbishing of existing coal handling system including coal bunkers, tripper conveyor, and addition
of accessories (such as dust control system, controls, and alarms).

• Refurbishing of existing coal pulverizers, and addition of the accessories (such as cyclone separators,
dust collectors, coal feeders, fans, controls, and alarms).

• Addition of piping and chutes to deliver coal from existing pulverizer outlets to cyclones and dust
collection system.

• Procurement, installation and integration of the coal feed system.
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• System controls integration.

• Field support.

LIMESTONE HANDLINQ SYSTEM

The system includes the following:

• Procurement and installation of limestone storage silo in Unit No. 3.

• Procurement, installation and start-up of limestone injection and transport system.

• Control system.

• Field support.

TIjRBINE t_ENERATOR SYSTEMS

The turbine generator manufacturer, General Electric (GE), will evaluate the capability of :he turbine
generator for the new cycle conditions defined by the project and recommend modifications, if any, to
the turbine generator. Project will review GE recommendations and determine necessary modifications.

FEEDWATER SYSTEM

System tasks included are:

• Determine which existing feedwater heaters are to be bypassed.

• Modification of feedwater piping system.

• System Controls Integration.

COMBUSTION COOLING SYSTEM

This system includes the following:

• Refurbish existing Boiler Feed Pumps (BFP) to original design conditions. The BFP circulates boiler
feedwater through the combustor shells for combustor cooling.

• Addition of circulating water piping to and from the combustors.

• System Controls Integration.

COMPRESSED AIR

This system includes the following:

• The addition of compressors/blowers and dryers for the dense phase coal feed system, limestone
injection and bag,house reinjection system.

• Addition of instrument air system to suit the Combustor retrofit work.

• Addition of piping systems.

• System Controls Integration.
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MISCELLANEQI.J$ SYSTEMS

Provide engineering and design required for the development of miscellaneous fluid systems. These
include: Ignition Gas, Inerting Gas, Makeup Water, Service Water, and Miscellaneous Vents and Drains.

HEATING AND VENTILATION

Revise plant H&V facilities to assure sufficient ventilation in light of the coal handling and heat
generation equipment to be added. Required additions and modifications to the existing systems will
be implemented.

MIS(_ELLANEQIJS BUILDING FACILITIES SYSTEMS

Modify miscellaneous facilities systems. Required modifications include design developments arising
from equipment procurement, and as-built conditions of the plant, and would include drainage systems,
fire protection, domestic water and other support type systems.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Based on an evaluation of applicable environmental laws and regulations SWEC will perform ali
engineering tasks required to support New York air, water pollution and solid waste permit applications,
DOE NEPA information requests and EPA review of the applicability of NSPS-PSD to this project. This
task will include evaluation of effluent limits, evaluation of expected test emissions and preparation of
technical documents required for air, water pollution, and solid waste permit applications. The
information developed by SWEC and TRW-CBU will be input to the air, water pollution and solid waste
disposal permit applications to be fried by O&R.

Additionally, SWEC will support the Environmental Assessment Report and Environmental Monitoring
Program outline and final deliverables in conjunction with O&R.

CONTROL SYSTEMS

• Procurement, installation and start-up of Distributed Control System.

• P&IDs, logics and elementary wiring diagrams.

• Field support.

Engineer and design ali plant control systems as specified below. The plant control philosophy will be
based on the installation of a Distributed Control System (DCS). This system would combine modulating
and sequential control with data acquisition and operator and computer interface.

The DCS will perform data acquisition functions, which will be displayed on CRTs and copied via color
printers, for studying/computing combustor activity and related parameters on the boiler unit proper. The
DCS will have the capability to control the following:

• Coal Preparation, Feed and Transfer System
• Limestone Handling, Limestone Feed System
• Unit Load Control
• Boiler Master and Firing Rate Control, Gas Ignitor, etc.
• Feedwater Control
• Deaerator Level Control

• Superheat/Reheat Temperature Control
• Excess Air Control
• Carrier Air
• Furnace Draft
• Deaerator Pressure

• Combustor Cooling
• Combustor Control
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In support of this facility, a system to continuously monitor stack emission will be provided in accordance
with the criteria set by the Environmental Protection Agency, local Department of EPA, and other
cognizant regulatory bodies.

Data logging strategy will be coordinated with SWEC, TRW-CBU and O&R.

Design and specify equipment such as pressure, temperature, and flow transmitters, control valves and
drive units.

Some of the control items on the existing Unit #3 boiler control system (subject to inspection and O&R
approval) will be reused wherever possible.

Additionally, the Project will review and adapt "packaged" control systems for baghouse, fly ash and slag
handling systems to existing site conditions and plant operational requirements. Common alarms will be
brought to the DCS and displayed on operator/engineer stations.

ELECTRI(_AL SYSTEMS

The systems included are:

• New 2400V Switchgear.

• New 480V Unit Substation.

• New feeder cables interconnecting the new and existing switchgear.

• New 480V Motor Control Centers (MCC) required for new loads installed during modifications.

• New 15KVA tminterruptible power supply for the new combustor control system.

STRUCTURAL ITEMS

Engineer and design foundations for the following:

• Coal Pulverizing, Feed and Transfer System
• Limestone Handling and Feed Equipment
• Combustor/Slag Removal System
• Fans and Blowers

• Baghouse
• Fly and Bottom Ash Handling Equipment
• Electrical Equipment
• Pumps
• Bins/Silos

Engineer and design steel and supports for the following:

• Boiler Ductwork

• Ductwork/Building Wall Penetration
• Bag,house
• Combustors and associated Cooling System
• Limestone Handling & Feed Equipment
• Miscellaneous Supports, Platforms, Stairs, etc.
• Relocation of Platform, Stairs and Steel

• Cyclones, Fabric Filter, and Exhaust Fans associated with the coal feed system
• Fly Ash Handling System
• Compressed Air System
• HVAC System
• Slag Handling System
• Coal Feed System
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• ID Fans
• H.P. Booster Fans
• L.P. Booster Fans

CONSTRUCTION/INSTALLATION SPECIFICATIONS

Prepare construction/installation specifications for ali equipment, piping and ductwork installation and
integration of electrical systems, structural and civil modifications and procurement of materials and
miscellaneous equipment required to complete the plant conversion. Specifications to be prepared are
as follows:

• Mechanical Installation
. Civil/Concrete Work
• Structural/Miscellaneous Steel Installation
• Electrical Installation
• Instrumentation/Control Systems Installation
• Insulation Installation

• Piping
• Valves
• Fire Protection
• HVAC

TEST PLAN

A Test Plan will be implemented to demonstrate that a unit originally designed to burn pulverized coal,
but currently burning oil or gas can be converted to burn coal in a slagging combustor efficiently while
meeting ali environmental requirements.

FIELD (_ONSTRU_YrION SUPERVISION

Under TRW-UDU program management, SWEC will provide Field Construction Supervision for the
project. These activities will include the following:

• Provide management of site contractors.

• Monitor contractor's operations relative to safety, compliance to the Engineer's specifications, and the
Project Schedule.

• Coordinate site contractor operations with the Owner's plant requirements.

• Monitor and status construction schedule.

• Monitor site material receipts.

• Review contractor billings.

• Mange change control.

ADVISORY OPERATIONS/$TART-I, JP SERVI(_E$

An operating and maintenance (O&M) manual will be assembled by SWEC identifying systems and
vendor-supplied O&M procedures for boiler and piping systems, equipment and components. The O&M
Manual will include updated P&IDs and a spare parts list.

START-UP/SHAKEDOWN/CHECKOUT AS$I$TAN(,'_E

SWEC will prepare start-up and operating procedures and will be supported in this work by O&R and
TRW-CBU. O&R will provide the staff at their facility to operate the retrofitted unit.

i 18561H04.DJK 8



PROCUREMENT

SWEC is responsible for purchasing ali equipment for the BOP with approval of TRW-UDU Program
Manager. Procurement activities include the following:

• Bid Documents for Major Equipment (Specifications and invitations issued by Stone & Webster using
their Commercial Terms and Conditions).

• Bid Documents for General Construction (Specifications and Drawings; Commercial and Invitations).

• Evaluation of Bids (Technical and Commercial) and preparation of purchase specification for selected
Vendors.

• Purchase Orders/Contracts.

• Change Orders, technical and commercial evaluation.

• Invoice Review, Scheduling and Expediting of Shipments.
3

4. PROJE_71" STATUS

Preliminary engineering and design work is continuing.
?

Purchase Orders have been issued for the following equipment/vendors:

• Fly Ash Handling System - United Conveyor Corp.
• Slag Removal System - United Conveyor Corp.
• Bag,house - Joy Industries
• Limestone Handling System Blowers - Susquehanna Valley Systems
• 2400V Switchgear - Siemens
• Unit Substation - Siemens

Following technical and commercial evaluation has been completed:

• 480V MCC

• Soot Blower Air Compressors
• Soot Blowers

• Boiler Preliminary Engineering and Feasibility Study
• Unit No. 4 Boiler Loading Diagram
• Coal Handling Refurbishment
• Limestone Feed System

Following specifications are being evaluated:

• FD and lD Fans _

• Coal Feed and Transfer System

Coal pulverizer, bunker, boiler ash hopper and electrical equipment evaluations, remain on hold pending
resolution of contract insurance issues.

The following specifications were started:

• Dampers
• Piping Supply - 2_h" and larger (including hangers and supports)
• Valves - 2½" and larger
• Mechanical Installation and Demolition

• Structural Steel Supply
• Demolition, Alteration and Erection of Steel

18561H04.DJK 9



• Demolition and Alteration of Concrete
• Distributive Control System

O&R has begun work on removal of the Precipitator from the Unit No. 4 Boiler roof. Ali work on the
Precipitator Removal and PCB Removal Specifications has been stopped; the specifications will be deleted.

A study which indicated that converting the combustor cooling system from an indirect to direct cooling
system would save in excess of one million dollars. The direct system of cooling uses boiler feedwater as a
combustor coolant whereas the indirect system uses a closed cooling water system for cooling the combustor.
The closed cooling water system is cooled by feedwater in a heat exchanger. After converting to the direct
cooling system, SWEC was able to delete the Closed Cooling Water Heat Exchanger and the Closed Cooling
Water Circulation Pumps. Work was stopped on these equipment specifications and the specifications were
deleted.

The following drawings were issued during this reporting I_criod:

• M-300A&B Flue Gas Duc.rwork

• M-400A through F Combustion Air System Dactwork
• M-500A through P Demolition Drawings
• SK-102689 Locations of Combustor H.P. Manifolds

• SK-i01289 Relocation of Dirty Lube Oil Storage Tank
• MSK-TRW-001-1B TRW Model 65 Combustor Arrangement - Combustor Nos. 2 and 4
• MSK-TRW-002-1B TRW Model 65 Combustor Arrangement - Combustor No. 3
• MSK-TRW-003-1B TRW Model 65 Combustor Arrangement - Combustor Nos. 1 and 3
• X-001-2 Combustor No. 1 Support Arrangements
• X-002-2 Combustor No. 1 Support Details
• X-003-2 Combustor No. 2 Support Arrangements
• X-005-2 Combustor No. 4 Support Arrangements
• X-007-1 Combustor No. 3 Support Arrangement
• SK-1A Combustor No. 1 Supports
• SK-2A, -2B, -2C Combustor No. 2 Supports & Access Platforms
• SK-4A, -4B, -4C & -4D Combustor No. 2 Supports & Access Platforms
• W-l-1 Power Connection Diagram
• W-2-1 One Line Diagram - 2.4KV Switchgear & 480V Unit Substation
• W-3A-1 One Line Diagram - 480V Motor Control Centers
• W-3B-1 One Line Diagram - 480V Motor Control Centers

Review of vendor drawings continued for the following equipment:

• Baghouse and Multiclone - Joy
• Slag Removal - United Conveyor
• Fly Ash Handling - United Conveyor
• Blowers for Limestone Handling - Susquehanna
• 2400V Switchgear - Siemens

During this reporting period, work continued on the following drawings:

• Low Pressure Cooling Water System P&ID
• Combustor Direct Cooling System P&ID
• Flue Gas System Ductwork
• Flue Gas Ductwork Supports
• Combustion Air System Ductwork
• Hot Air Ducts to Burner

• Functional and Logic Diagrams
• Elementary Diagrams
• Instrument List
• DCS I/O List
• Equipment List
• HVAC Air Flow Balanced Diagram
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• HVAC Plans and Sections
• Demolition Drawings
• Unit No. 3 Structural Steel & Platform Steel
• Unit No. 3 Roof Plan
• Unit No. 4 Roof Plan

• Flue Gas Duct Support
• Unit No. 4 Basement Floor Plan
• Unit No. 4 Structural Steel

The following activities were worked on by SWEC during this reporting period:

• Stress analysis of hot air ducts.

• Baghouse support design is completed.

• ID Fans preliminary design is completed.

• Dynamic analysis of the Unit No. 4 boiler structure is proceeding. Must obtain boiler loading
diagram in order to complete design.

Revised Basis of Design document was issued.

. Platform alterations at elevations 55'-0", 40'-0" and 32'-6".

• Completed investigation of location of FD Booster Fans based on vendor proposal information.
Locations must be verified when vendor drawings are submitted.

• Vibration isolation system is being investigated in order to minimize the ID Fan vibrational forces
that are transmitted to the Unit No. 4 structure.

• Preliminary structural design of the Limestone and Coal Feed Systems.

• Coordinated the flow of information for the CE Boiler Sensitivity Study.

• SWEC Sensitivity Study was issued.

• Basis of Design was revised and issued.

• Flash Tank preliminary design is completed.

• Supported work of "T'ggerTeam'.

• Issued letter report on Unit No. 3 Boiler pressure upgrade.

The overall status of the combustor system and related activities in Phase I is as follows:

Combustors

_- A two-step competitive procedure for procurement of four (4) Model 65 combustors was followed. In the
first step, seven (7) potential vendors were asked to indicate interest, describe related experience, their
fabrication capability and provide confidentiality agreements. Preliminary combustor fabrication drawings

__ were provided. Four (4) bids (from Muaroe, Leighton Indtmtrieg Deitak Corp. and CE-Chattanooga) were
_- received and the potential fabrication sites were visited. During their visits, TRW-CBU staff reviewed detailed

drawipga with each vendor's engineering staff. A set of detail drawings were then submitted to each bidder
to obtain a final, firm bid due January 2, 1990. A formal design and proposal review will be held prior to=

- final selection of the vendor.
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Other related engineering activities includes:

• Completion of the structuralanalysis of combustor supports.

• Completion of flow testing in a 1/12-scale model to confirmthe adequacy of a gas flow, circulation,
and mixing with the selected combustor/boiler arrangement.

• Meeting with CE, O&R and SWEC (NN and Cherry Hill offices) to resolve questions regarding the
boiler sensitivity analysis and integration of the combustor/boUercooling system being performed by
CE. Configuration of the opening for the combustors in the boilerwall and the addition of limestone
injection ports and interface requ_kementswere also received.

Coal Feed Systems

A specification for the coal feed system was completed and procurement RFQs were issued in October to
screen potential bidders. Of these, four declined to bid. Acceptable bids are expected (3 November) from
Stock Equipment Co., Taunton Engineering Co., and Vibra Screw Inc.

Additional engineering work performed includes:

• Initiation of a study to reduce the cost of a coal feed systemwithout loss of accuracy. In this scheme,
the coal would be metered by a volumetric feeder into each pulverizer and then flows through a
reduced size cyclone/surge tank/splitter arrangement to the pneumatic conveying piF_:s.The resulting
shortening of the conveying line should result in replacement of compressors wiu_ blowers and a
reduction of the diameter of the conveying pipes. This scheme will be evaluated and costs will be
compared.

Work is on hold pending final definition of the combustor system and the solid feed system by selected
vendors.

Limestone Feed System

Vendor proposals are being evaluated.

DCS System

The DCS design will be finished aft_:rali major equipment orders have been placed. The procurement
schedule has been changed to allo_ bids to be sent out in March 1990 and an award date of May 1990 is
anticipated.

_leveland A,_

• The objective of the Cleveland Program, sponsored by the Ohio Coal Development Office (OCDO), is
to demonstrate sulfur dioxide emissions control by pulverized limestone injection into the exit region of
TRW's 40 MMBtu/hr slaggin8 coal combustion system. The work performed was dedicated to tests with
high-sulfur coal as sponsored by OCDO.

• Tests with low-sulfur coal, under the sponsorship of Empire State Electric Energy Corporation
(ESEERCO), will be started in November. The program is divided into two phases:

1. Phase IliA: Sulfur capture using sorbent injection only.

2. Phase IIIB: Sulfur capture using sorbent injection combined with bag,house catch recycle and indirect
humidification.

• In recent tests, sulfur capture with sorbent inje::tiononly (no limestone recycle or humidification), was
extensively explored using Ohio coals of different sulfur contents and two different sorbents. Previous
to October, accomplishments include:

!
|
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• An improved,continuously-operating limestone feed system was designed and installed, and is now
operating suceeg_._ty. This system was a Vibrascrew mass-weight feeder giving continuous flow-
rate measure_te_,_ _ad flow-rate control.

• Parametric te_:_ using Ohlo coals having sulfur contents ranging from 1.2% to 2.5% as fired and
pulverized limestone, Armco #70 and Bucyrus #70 were tested.

• The Bucyrus #70 limestone was the better limestone both from the viewpoint of sulfur capture and
fouling. In fact, when this limestone was used, there was no need for soot blowing, and ali heat
transfer surhces remained clean.

• Depending on the operating conditions of the combustor, SO:, reductions ranged from 45% to 60% at
calcium-to-sulfur ratios in the range _ to 4. The accomplishn/ents during this quarter were:

• A 36-hour-long material balance test was conducted using a very fine limestone from Bucyrus, Ohio,
in order to confirm and repeat the very high sulfur capture observed earlier for a short duration.
This limestone was chemically the same Bucyrus#70 limestone tested earlier, but was of much finer
grain size. The results were as follows:

Combustor load - 23 to 24 MMBtu/hr
Slagging stage stoichiometry = 0.78 to 0.81
NOx at stack = 315 to 350 ppmv at 3% O:,
SO at stack 140 to 500 ppmv at 3% O:,
Co_ sulfur content - 2.1 to 2.8%
Calcium-to-sulfurmolar ratio - 2.8 to 3.8
% SO2 reduction at stack - 76 to 91%
Slag recovery over 36-hour period = 36%

The coal was also ground to fine size (90% through 200 mesh). About 45% of the total solid
material entering the boiler (that is, calcined limestone plus coal ash minus slag removed)
accumulated in the boiler.

It is believed that the combinations of burninga finer grain-size coal and injecting a very fine grain-
size limestone resulted in the significantlyhigher SO:, reductions.

The overall status of Orange and Rockland work activities is as follows:

• Reviewed and commented on vendor drawingsfrom the following manufacturers:

• Susquehanna Valley Systems,Inc. -
Limestone Air Blowers

• Joy Technologies, Inc. -
Baghouse Pulseflo Unit

• United Conveyor Corporation -
Slag Removal System

• United Conveyor Corporation -
Fly Ash Handling System

• Siemens Energy -
2400V Switchgear

,i
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* Reviewed Vendor Proposals, evaluation and approved issuance of purchase orders for the following:

• 2400V Switchgear
• 480V Secondary Unit Substation
• 480V Motor Control Centers
• Coal Handling System Refurbishment
• Sootblowers

* Reviewed and commented on specifications and correspondence for the following systems:

• 2400V Switchgear
. 480V Unit Substation
• 480V Motor Control Centers
• FD and ID Booster Fans
• Bag,house and Multiclone
• UPS System
• Coal Handling System Refurbishment
• Combustor Cooling Water Heat Exchanger
• Combustors
• Limestone Air Blowers
• Asbestos Removal
• Coal Feed and Transfer System
• Unit No. 4 Boiler Loading Diagram
• Boiler Preliminary Engineering and Feasibility Study

, O&I;'., TRW and SWEC organized the program for the second Advisory. Committee Meeting held
at the Pearl River Hilton Hotel on August 10, 1989. Representatives from EPRI, ESEERCO,
NYSERDA and USDOE attended to review and discuss project engineering status, schedules and cost
estimates.

• Several meetings were held during the month with SWEC and TRW to review project status,
engineering and associated cost estimates. Additionally, discussions between TRW and O&R were
held to finalize the remaining contract items.

• Several meetings were held during the month with TRW and SWEC project members to review
project status and vendor input to design activities.

• Researched engineering records and forwarded information to SWEC for modification to Unit #3
and Unit #4 for major equipment.

• Prepared and forwarded Monthly Status and Cost Reports.

• Reviewed and commented on the latest issue of the Boiler Sensitivity Study prepared by SWEC,
Cherry Hill, New Jersey.

• O&R, TRW and SWEC met with Combustion Engineering on October 19, 1989, to review status of
work on Boiler Thermal Analysis - Sensitivity, tube layout, buckstay design, circulation analysis, and
other related items.

5. PLANNED ACTIVITIES

Planned activities for the next reporting period (November 1 to January 31, 1990) includes the following:

• Continue preparation of general arrangement drawings to make 95% is.sae.

:j
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• Issue the following P&IDs (95%) issue:

• Index & nomenclaturesheets 1 & 2
• Coal Preparation& Feed System
• Limestone Preparation & Feed System
• Combustion Air & Flue Gas System
• Flyash System
• Slag Handling System

• Issue the following specificationsfor bid:

• Boiler Modification
• Asbestos Removal
• Piping Supply (2tA"and larger)
• Valves (2tA"and larger)
• Ductwork Supply
• Air Compressors
• Demolition, Alteration and Erection of Steel
• StructuralSteel Supply

• Issue purchase orders for the fo!!owing equipment:

• Sootblowers
• Coal Handling RefurbishmentSyste_
• Coal Feed System
• Sootblower Air Compressors
• FT) Booster and ID Fans
• 480V MCC

• Continue work on the following drawings:

• Piping
• Combustion Air System Ductwork
• Hot Air Ducts to Burner
• Functional and Logic Diagrams
• Combustor Direct Cooling Water System P&ID
• Low Pressure Cooling Water System P&ID
• Elementary Diagrams
• InstrumentList
• DCS I/O List
• Equipment List
• HVAC Air Flow Balanced Diagram
• HVAC Plans and Sections
• Demolition Drawings
• Unit No. 3 Structural Steel & Platform Steel
• Unit No. 4 StructuralSteel
• Flue Gas Ductwork
• Flue Gas Duct Supports
• Stress Analysis of Feedwater Piping

Additional planned activities for the next reporting period are:

Combustors

• Selection of the vendor and contract award for fabrication of four (4) Model 65 combustors is planned
for January 1990.

_! 18561H04.DJK 15
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Limestone Feed System

• Completion of negotiations and contract award are anticipated for December.

Distribu)ed (_on)rol System

• Design activities will be resumed in January 1990.

Cleveland

• Testing with the Ohio coal (2.5%S) was completed in October and will be resumed with O&R coal
(0.7%S) in November.

O&R Planned Activities

• Work to be performed during the next reporting period, November through January 1990 will include
the evaluation of vendor proposals, vendor drawing review and Construction Schedule
recommendations. Review SWEC and TRW design and make recommendations. Follow-up
communication with Federal, State and Local review agencies to obtain permits. A meeting has been
scheduled with NYSDEC on December 12, 1989, to discuss the information needed to comply with
PSD regulations.

• Preparation for the Unit No. 4 precipitator removal is schedule to being in December 1989.
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OUARTERLY ENVIRONMENTAL MQNITQRING REPORT

(NOVEMBER 1989 - JANUARY 1990)

1. The EMPO does not call for environmental monitoring during the report period (August 1989 - October
1989). Therefore, no monitoring was performed or reported.

2. The EMPO does not call for environmental monitoring in November/December 1989 and January 1990;
thus, none is planned.
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